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Abstract

Referring multi-object tracking (RMOT) aims at detecting and tracking multiple
objects following human instruction represented by a natural language expression.
Existing RMOT benchmarks are usually formulated through manual annotations,
integrated with static regulations. This approach results in a dearth of notable
diversity and a constrained scope of implementation. In this work, our key idea is
to bootstrap the task of referring multi-object tracking by introducing discriminative
language words as much as possible. In specific, we first develop Refer-KITTI
into a large-scale dataset, named Refer-KITTI-V2. It starts with 2,719 manual
annotations, addressing the issue of class imbalance and introducing more keywords
to make it closer to real-world scenarios compared to Refer-KITTI. They are further
expanded to a total of 9,758 annotations by prompting large language models,
which create 617 different words, surpassing previous RMOT benchmarks. In
addition, the end-to-end framework in RMOT is also bootstrapped by a simple
yet elegant temporal advancement strategy, which achieves better performance
than previous approaches. The source code and dataset is available at https:
//github.com/zyn213/TempRMOT.

1 Introduction

Given a language expression, the goal of referring multi-object tracking is to utilize it as a semantic
cue for detecting and tracking multiple objects within a video sequence. Despite being an emerging
task, it has gained widespread attention due to its potential advantages in various applications such as
video editing [1], human-computer interaction [2], and autonomous driving [3]. While it shares a
historical connection with multi-object tracking [4], its distinctiveness lies in the introduction and
utilization of natural language expressions. To accommodate practical applications, this innovative
task requires the ability to handle a broad range of languages to the fullest extent possible.

Existing datasets, such as [2; 5; 6; 7], are typically created through manual annotations combined with
static regulations. This process requires significant human effort and often results in limited natural
language expressions with uniform syntactic structures. According to the statistical data in Table 1,
we find that current RMOT datasets have a semantic homogeneity. For instance, the Refer-Dance [5]
contains 1,985 expressions but only 48 unique ones, indicating a high level of repetition. Similar
issues are found in Refer-KITTI [2]. Furthermore, these repetitive and simplistic expressions indicate
a limited vocabulary, which is far away from a satisfactory application. These problems motivate us
to highlight the significance of rich semantic information for RMOT.

To introduce as much semantic information as possible with minimal manpower, we design a three-
step semi-automatic labeling pipeline to efficiently generate labels for the new dataset. First, language
items are identified and linked to bounding boxes using an annotation system that supports automatic
propagation. In this work, we use the term "language item" to refer to a basic attribute of objects.
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Table 1: Comparison of current RMOT datasets. GroOT∗ represents the MOT17 subset with
tracklet captions, which is similar to our RMOT task. Expressions refer to the total number of
expressions in each video, while distinct expressions refer to the total number of unique expressions
in the entire dataset. Referent ratio is the proportion of referent objects to the total number of objects.

Datasets Videos Expressions Expressions
per Video

Distinct
Expressions Words Referent

ratio

Refer-KITTI [2][CVPR‘23] 18 895 49.7 215 49 0.965
GroOT∗ [6][NeurIPS‘23] 14 1547 23.8 1161 260 -
Refer-Dance [5] [CVPR‘24] 65 1985 30.5 48 25 0.939

Refer-KITTI-V2(Ours) 21 9758 464.6 7193 617 0.988

Examples of language items include class (e.g. car and people), color (e.g. white and blue) and action
(e.g. moving and walking). Second, we systematically combine these items following specific rules
to generate initial language prompts. Finally, we generate more language prompts based on manual
annotations using a large language model (LLM). More details will be discussed in § 3.1. In this way,
we propose a new and large-scale dataset, Refer-KITTI-V2, consisting of 21 videos with a total of
9,758 expressions, which is almost 5× larger than other datasets. Our dataset includes 7,193 distinct
expressions and 617 different words, highlighting the diversity of semantic information.

Thanks to its diverse semantics, there are several key contributions make Refer-KITTI-V2 a unique
and valuable asset to the community. (i) Complex motion states. Recent approaches [8; 9] and
datasets [10; 3] have emphasized the importance of understanding multi-modal motion information
for referring expressions. Our dataset includes basic motion states such as "walking" and "moving",
as well as more complex states like "speedier", "decelerating" and "brake", as shown in Fig. 1.
(ii) Linguistic flexibility. We use a wide range of words and expressions to describe the same
concept, offering multiple variations like "moving cars in the same direction of the ego car" and
"autos moving in the same direction as ours". This variety enhances the richness and flexibility of
our descriptions. (iii) Multi-perspective descriptions. Different from the MOT17 [4] subset in
GroOT [6] that separate appearance and action into distinct expressions, our semantic expressions
integrate multiple aspects, ensuring a holistic and detailed understanding of the objects. As depicted
in Fig. 1, Refer-KITTI-V2 incorporates comprehensive details, e.g. color, position, and motion. Other
subsets in GroOT are either not open-source or do not align with our specific tasks.

In addition, existing end-to-end methods focus only on single-frame modeling [2], failing to handle
temporal-wise challenges, such as object occlusion and motion recognition. To bootstrap RMOT
method, we propose a temporally enhanced end-to-end framework, named TempRMOT. Specifi-
cally, we introduce a query-based temporal enhancement modul based on the popular DETR-like
framework, which associates multiple video frames using query features to create a robust long-
temporal representation. Our mode achieves state-of-the-art performance across multiple datasets,
demonstrating significant enhancements for both HOTA and AssA.

In summary, our main contributions are three-fold: First, we propose a three-step semi-automatic
labeling pipeline and introduce a new language-guided multi-object tracking dataset, Refer-KITTI-V2.
This dataset features diverse and multifaceted textual descriptions covering appearance, complex
motion, position, etc. Second, we develop a query-based temporal enhanced framework, named
TempRMOT. It models long-term spatial-temporal interaction in terms of Transformer [11] query
features. Third, our approach outperforms existing state-of-the-art method by a remarkable margin,
e.g., +3.16% HOTA on Refer-KITTI and +4.04% HOTA on Refer-KITTI-V2 [2]. Experimental
results confirm the effectiveness of our model on RMOT task.

2 Related works

Referring Multi-Object Tracking Benchmark. To address the limitation of the previous referring
understanding tasks only recognizing a single referent object within a video using a natural language
expression, Wu et.al. [2] are the first to propose referring multi-object tracking (RMOT). The core
idea of RMOT is employing a language expression as a semantic cue to track the corresponding
objects. Here, the referent object number is flexible, including multiple objects, one object and
none. Wu et.al. [2] construct the first benchmark Refer-KITTI, which is developed from the common
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moving cars in the same direction of the ego car

cars on the left are aligned in the same direction as our 

vehicle

autos moving in the same direction as 

ours

cars that applied brakes

women are dressed in a t shirt positioned on the rightwalking peoplefemales with a red coat

cars in red

Figure 1: Representative examples of Refer-KITTI-V2. Its language expressions are generated by
manual annotation and further extended by LLMs. And it possess the advantages of complex motion
states, linguistic flexibility and multi-perspective descriptions, showing strong semantic diversity.

multi-object tracking dataset KITTI [12] with annotating descriptions. iKUN [5] further proposes
Refer-Dance, which extends DanceTrack [13] with text annotations. Type-to-Track [6] introduces
another large-scale RMOT benchmark GroOT based on multi-object tracking datasets that includes
MOT17 [4], TAO [14], and MOT20 [15]. Despite impressive development, current RMOT bench-
marks are typically created via manual labeling. Their formulation is coupled with static regulations,
thereby leading to a scarcity of significant variety and a limited range of applicability.

Referring Multi-Object Tracking Method. Along with the first RMOT benchmark, the baseline
model TransRMOT [2] is simultaneously introduced. It is built upon the end-to-end multi-object
tracking method MOTR [16], which modifies MOTR to adapt the cross-modal input. Different from
TransRMOT, the latter approache, iKUN [5], typically follow a two-stage paradigm. It first explicitly
extract object tracklets, and then select object tracklets matched with the language expression. While
the two-stage methods allow for more thorough refinement and filtering of potential candidates, their
architectures are commonly complicated and have more computational requirements, which are far
away from being satisfied. Therefore, in this work, we focus more on designing a powerful end-to-end
method for RMOT task.

Query-based Temporal Modeling. Employing query vectors and proposals as a means to augment
long-temporal modeling within Transformer-based architectures has become a prevalent approach for
addressing video understanding tasks [17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22]. This is because Transformer-based
model uses a set of queries to represent objects, where each query refers to a low-dimensional vector
that contains object information. Utilizing these semantically rich and low-dimensional vectors to
model temporal relationship is efficient and effective. For example, MeMOT [17] proposes a memory
module to store and read query embedding of past frames to enhance the detection and tracking of
the current frame. Distinct from previous works, this research primarily focuses on exploring the
influence of query-based temporal modeling on language-conditioned video understanding.

3 Dataset Overview

3.1 Data Collection and Annotation

As shown in Fig. 2, we design a three-step semi-automatic labeling pipeline to efficiently generate
training labels for the new dataset. Several representative examples are shown in Fig. 1, which
showcase significant diversity. For more examples of the datasets please see the Appendix A.

Step 1: Language Item Collection. We categorize the content of each prompt into different basic
attributes, referred to as "language items" in this paper. These items include class (e.g. car and people),
color (e.g. white and blue), position (e.g. left, right, and in front of), and action (e.g. moving, walking,
and turning). During this step, we annotate the corresponding language items for each video. The
KITTI dataset provides instance-level bounding box annotations, where the same instance retains the
same ID across frames. Following Refer-KITTI [2], we click on the target object when it appears and
disappears, and provide language items matched. The annotation system automatically populates the
labels between the starting and ending frames, saving the label information (i.e. frame ID, object ID,
and box coordinates) along with the corresponding expressions.
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Step1 Language Item Collection

Element: Turning

Automatical 

labeling

Click Click

Element: Black

Automatical 

labeling

Click Click

Step2 Prompt Generation

Step3 Prompt Expansion

Start Frame:

End Frame:

The black turning cars

|
" The

|

|

cars"

The cars that are black and turning; 

Black cars that are turning; Cars that 

are black and turning; Black-colored 

vehicles making a turn

Generate four sentences with the same 

meaning as The black turning cars

Do they mean the same thing:The 

black turning cars; Cars that are black 

and turning

True

Check

Check

Rule set

...

...

...
Color

Motion

Figure 2: Language Prompt Annotation Pipeline consists of three steps: language element collec-
tion, prompt generation, and prompt expansion. Firstly, we use an efficient labeling tool to associate
instances in each video with language elements at low human cost. Then, we manually create 2719
accurate language descriptions. Finally, leveraging the powerful language understanding capabilities
of large language models, we expand the new annotations with language descriptions.

Step 2: Prompt Generation. After obtaining the language items for each video, we apply predefined
rules to generate initial prompts. These rules include formats like "{class}-in-{color, position,
direction}" and "{class}-which-are-{action}". For example, as shown in Fig. 2, we select the
language item sets "turning" and "black", along with the matching rule "The-{color}-{motion}-cars".
By combining these items with their corresponding bounding boxes in the video using the AND
operation, we obtain a new set, resulting in the prompt "The black turning cars". In our dataset, we
manually select meaningful attribute combinations and filter out combinations with an insufficient
number of bounding boxes in the video sequence to ensure their effectiveness. This process ensures
prompt accuracy and provides a reliable foundation for subsequent prompt expansion.

Step 3: Prompt Expansion. After step 2, we generated 2,719 prompts. To further enhance linguistic
diversity, we employ a large language model (LLM) to create a wider range of semantic expressions.
For each expression generated in the second step and those in the Refer-KITTI dataset, we require
GPT-3.5 [23] to generate four alternative representations that preserve the original meaning. To ensure
the accuracy and consistency of these new expressions, we also implement a two-step validation
process. First, we task GPT-3.5 with verifying that each new expression retained the same meaning as
the original. Following this,we assign each video to three independent annotators who further review
and filter the results. These annotators evaluate whether the newly generated expressions accurately
reflect the original video’s context and meaning. With the help of the large language model, we
significantly enrich our database and ultimately obtained 9,758 semantic expressions.

3.2 Dataset Statistics
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GroOT*

Refer-KITTI-V2

Refer-KITTI

Refer-Dance
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Figure 3: Distribution of proportion of refer-
enced objects.

In Table 1, we compare our dataset with the
existing open-source RMOT dataset, where
GroOT∗ represents the MOT17 subset with
tracklet captions, similar to our RMOT task. The
results indicate that our dataset has the highest
number of natural expressions, the greatest va-
riety of distinct expressions and words, high-
lighting the diversity of our semantic informa-
tion. Next, we discuss how the proposed dataset,
Refer-KITTI-V2, intentionally increases the
complexity of language-conditioned video un-
derstanding by addressing the challenges of both
linguistic and visual modalities.
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Video Content. Our Refer-KITTI-V2 is built on one of the most popular datasets for multi-object
tracking, KITTI [12]. The training set for KITTI provides 21 high-resolution and long temporal videos.
Unlike Refer-KITTI, which abandon three over-complex videos and only use the remaining 18 videos
to annotate, we use the all 21 videos to formulate a more challenge datasets, with the maximum count
reaching up to 1,059 frames. These deliberate design choices enhance the complexity and difficulty
of Refer-KITTI-V2, posing greater challenges for language-conditioned video understanding tasks.

Figure 4: Word cloud of Refer-KITTI-V2.

Referent Objects. In Fig. 3, we present distribu-
tion of proportion of referenced objects, which
indicates the varying frequency of how many
objects each expression refers to in the video.
Our dataset stands out as our expressions cover a
wide range of object counts. This contrasts with
existing datasets such as Refer-Dance [5], where
94.86% of expressions are null, and GroOT [6],
where expressions on average refer to a small
proportion of objects. Additionally, we have in-
tentionally included expressions unrelated to the
video content to increase the dataset’s difficulty,
a feature absent in Refer-KITTI. This highlights
the superior coverage and complexity of our ex-
pressions. Expressions in Refe-KITTI-V2 primarily describe between 1 to 25 instances, with the
maximum count reaching up to 105 objects. On average, each expression in the video contains
approximately 6.69 objects. As depicted in Table 1, we possess the highest referent ratio, indicating
that our expressions encompass the majority of objects in the dataset. By fully utilizing the annotated
objects, we have increased the complexity of the task.

Language Expression. We also show the word cloud of Refer-KITTI-V2 in Fig. 4. From the
word cloud figure, we can observe that Refer-KITTI-V2 includes numerous words such as "driving"
and "moving", which describe motion information, as well as "left" and "red", which describe the
appearance and position of objects.

4 Method

The overall architecture of our method bootstrapped for RMOT is illustrated in Fig. 5. It builds on
Transformer-based RMOT model [2] and is further improved by a simple yet effective temporal
enhancement module. In this section, we first revisit this Transformer-based model in § 4.1 and then
introduce the temporal enhancement module in § 4.2.

4.1 Transformer-Based Referring Multi-Object Tracking Model

This model represents objects as queries, which will be fed into a decoder to probe desired features
from cross-modal features and update themselves. Similar to MOTR [16], it categorize queries into
two types: those used for representing new targets in the current frame and those representing instance
objects from the previous frame. At each timestamp, the Transformer-based RMOT first accepts a
video frame, a language expression, and a set of learnable queries as input. Its output comprises
target bounding boxes, categories, and a set of embeddings corresponding to the expression.

Formally, let Ft denote the extracted visual features at timestamp t, and S denote the encoded
linguistic features. The two vanilla features are then mapped into the same dimension and fed into a
fusion encoder (ξ) to perform cross-modal fusion using a cross attention module, which helps align
features of different modalities. In this paper, we represent the cross-modal feature as Mt:

Mt ← ξ(Q = Ft,K = S, V = S). (1)

As mentioned above, the Transformer-based RMOT use the queries Qt to represents objects. Af-
ter building relations within Qt using Object Encoder (E), it adopt an attention-based detection
architecture, named Object Decoder (D) to decode the cross-modal features Mt:

BD
t ,QD

t ← D(Mt,E(Qt)), (2)
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Figure 5: Overall architecture of our TempRMOT. It consists of two main components:
Transformer-based RMOT and temporal enhancement module. The Transformer-based RMOT
accepts a video frame, a language expression, and a set of learnable queries as input. Its output
comprises a set of embeddings corresponding to the objects. The temporal enhancement module
harnesses a memory mechanism to integrate temporal information for query enhancement. Our
loss includes detection loss LD, based image-level detection and spatio-temporal loss LR based on
temporal modeling.

where BD
t and QD

t are the detected bounding boxes and updated query features, respectively. BD
t

and QD
t are respectively fed into the temporal enhancement module to provide the foundational box

coordinates and the hidden state for current bounding box predictions.

4.2 Temporal Enhancement Module

The Transformer-based RMOT model uses aggregated cross-modal features and a set of learnable
query to generate detected bounding boxes. In this section, we expand on this by incorporating
temporal modeling, achieved by harnessing a memory mechanism to aggregate historical information
across multiple frames. The specific design is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Self Attention
QKV

CrossAttention
QKV

FFN

query
memory + +

query

Temporal Decoder Object Decoder

×4

+ +

query

Self Attention
QKV

CrossAttention

QKV

FFN

+ +

query×4

+ +

queryTime PE PE

Figure 6: The details of the temporal enhance-
ment module. Mainly contains two parts: tempo-
ral decoder and object decoder.

Query Memory. As shown in Fig. 5, we pro-
pose an N×K query memory to store the query
sets from the previous moments, where N rep-
resents the number of stored frames, and K is
the number of objects stored per frame. This
memory operates on a first-in, first-out (FIFO)
principle. As new frame information is added,
the oldest data in the queue is discarded. The
N×K query memory serves as a dynamic repos-
itory that adapts continuously as new data flows
in, thereby "remembering" information across
time steps. The FIFO mechanism ensures that
the system’s memory consumption remains con-
stant, even as new information is continuously
integrated, making it highly suitable for environ-
ments with limited computational resources.

Temporal Decoder. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
the Temporal Decoder is composed of 4 layers.
Each layer consists of three main components: self-attention, cross-attention, and a feedforward
neural network. The query from the Transformer-based RMOT is first updated through self attention
and then utilized as the key (K), while the stored set of queries in the memory mechanism acts both as
the query (Q) and value (V ). We convert the timestamps into positional embedding to further refine
our model’s processing capabilities. This arrangement allows for the implementation of an attention
mechanism to apply focus across time axes. The queries stored in memory represent historical data,
providing a rich contextual background that significantly enhances the model’s understanding of
temporal dynamics. By integrating this historical context with current data through an attention
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Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Refer-KITTI. "E" means "End to End". "†"
represents results after frame correction. The best results are in bold.

Method E HOTA DetA AssA DetRe DetPr AssRe AssPr LocA

FairMOT† [24] ✗ 22.78 14.43 39.11 16.44 45.48 43.05 71.65 74.77
DeepSORT [25] ✗ 25.59 19.76 34.31 26.38 36.93 39.55 61.05 71.34
ByteTrack† [26] ✗ 24.95 15.50 43.11 18.25 43.48 48.64 70.72 73.90
CStrack [27] ✗ 27.91 20.65 39.10 33.76 32.61 43.12 71.82 79.51
TransTrack [28] ✗ 32.77 23.31 45.71 32.33 42.23 49.99 78.74 79.48
TrackFormer [29] ✗ 33.26 25.44 45.87 35.21 42.10 50.26 78.92 79.63
iKUN [5] ✗ 48.84 35.74 66.80 51.97 52.25 72.95 87.09 -

EchoTrack [30] ✓ 39.47 31.19 51.56 42.65 48.86 56.68 81.21 79.93
DeepRMOT [31] ✓ 39.55 30.12 53.23 41.91 47.47 58.47 82.16 80.49
TransRMOT† [2] ✓ 46.56 37.97 57.33 49.69 60.10 60.02 89.67 90.33
MLS-Track [7] ✓ 49.05 40.03 60.25 59.07 54.18 65.12 88.12 -
TempRMOT(Ours) ✓ 52.21 40.95 66.75 55.65 59.25 71.82 87.76 90.40

mechanism, the temporal decoder is able to more effectively recognize patterns and relationships in
object changes over time, achieving effective alignment with semantic information.

Object Decoder. The Object Decoder shares a similar network structure with the Temporal Decoder,
with the main difference being in the positional embedding. It is designed to foster a distinct
and discriminative feature representation from a spatial perspective. The query set updated by the
Temporal Decoder is further refined in the Object Decoder with positional embedding. The sequential
Temporal Decoder and Object Decoder lead to QR

t :

QR
t = ObjectDecoder

(
TemporalDecoder(QD

t )
)
. (3)

Track Refinement. We then refine the object bounding boxes using a query set enriched with
temporal information. Specifically, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is employed to predict coordinate
residuals, leading to BR

t :
BR

t = BD
t + MLP(QR

t ). (4)

4.3 Loss Functions

Our loss is divided into two parts, detection loss LD and spatio-temporal loss LR:

LD = λD
clsLD

cls + λD
boxLD

box + λD
clsLD

cls, (5)

where λD
cls are focal loss for classification, λD

box are L1 loss and the generalized IoU loss for bounding
box regression and λD

cls are focal loss for referring. LD
cls, LD

box and LD
cls are generated by QD. The

spatio-temporal loss LR are calculated using the following formula:

LR = λR
clsLR

cls + λR
boxLR

box + λR
clsLR

cls, (6)

where λR
cls are focal loss for classification, λR

box are L1 loss and the generalized IoU loss for bounding
box regression and λR

cls are focal loss for referring. LR
cls, LR

box and LR
cls are generated by QR.

Therefore, the final loss is:
L = LD + LR. (7)

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset. For comprehensive evaluation, we conducted experiments on three datasets: Refer-KITTI,
Refer-KITTI-V2 and KITTI. For detailed descriptions of the datasets please see the Appendix B.

Evaluation Metric. We follow the standard evaluation protocols to evaluate our method. The main
metric we used is “Higher Order Tracking Accuracy” (HOTA) [32]. Additionally, we analysis the
contribution decomposed into detection accuracy (DetA) and association accuracy(AssA).
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Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Refer-KITTI-V2 and KITTI. "E" means
"End to End". The best results are in bold.

Method E HOTA DetA AssA DetRe DetPr AssRe AssPr LocA

Refer-KITTI-V2

FairMOT [24] ✗ 22.53 15.80 32.82 20.60 37.03 36.21 71.94 78.28
ByteTrack [26] ✗ 24.59 16.78 36.63 22.60 36.18 41.00 69.63 78.00
iKUN [5] ✗ 10.32 2.17 49.77 2.36 19.75 58.48 68.64 74.56

TransRMOT [2] ✓ 31.00 19.40 49.68 36.41 28.97 54.59 82.29 89.82
TempRMOT(Ours) ✓ 35.04 22.97 53.58 34.23 40.41 59.50 81.29 90.07

KITTI

TransRMOT [2] ✓ 61.52 57.16 66.51 64.19 81.23 69.80 91.60 90.88
TempRMOT(Ours) ✓ 63.47 56.09 72.04 61.56 83.68 76.07 89.67 91.19

Table 4: Ablation studies of different frame lengths in temporal memory.

Length HOTA DetA AssA
3 33.64 21.96 51.66
4 34.41 22.43 52.90
5 34.72 22.59 53.49
(a) Different lengths for training.

Length HOTA DetA AssA
5 34.72 22.59 53.49
6 34.78 22.73 53.32
8 35.04 22.97 53.58

(b) Different lengths for inference.

Implementation Details. We take ResNet50 [33] and RoBERTa [34] as our encoder in default. For
Refer-KITTI and Refer-KITTI-V2, memory lengths are 4 and 5, respectively. Using Adam with a
learning rate of 1e-5, reduced 10x from the 40th epoch, we train for 60 epochs on 4 RTX 4090 GPUs.
Please see the Appendix C for more details.

5.2 State-of-the-art Comparison

Refer-KITTI. As shown in Table 2, we compare our method with existing approaches on Refer-
KITTI. In the original benchmark, we noted that there was a discrepancy between predicted frames
and actual frames when obtaining ground truth. We addressed this issue by correcting results provided
by [2], which includes FairMOT [24], ByteTrack [26], and TransRMOT [2]. The corrected results
are denoted by FairMOT†, ByteTrac† and TransRMOT†, respectively. TempRMOT sets a new state-
of-the-art record with a HOTA score of 55.21, surpassing the previous best, MLS-Track[7], by 3.16%
and requiring only an additional 0.006 seconds per frame for the temporal enhancement module.

Refer-KITTI-V2 . In Table 3, we report results on Refer-KITTI-V2. We developed a series of CNN-
based competitors by integrating our cross-modal fusion module into the detection component of
multi-object tracking models like FairMOT [24] and ByteTrack [26] for more fair comparison. These
competitors adopt a tracking-by-detection approach, employing independent trackers to associate
each reference box. On this novel dataset, TempRMOT also achieves the state-of-the-art performance,
surpassing the closest competitor TransRMOT [2] by margins of 4.04%, 3.57%, and 3.9% on HOTA,
DetA, and AssA, respectively.The results show the generalization and scalability of TempRMOT.

KITTI. We further evaluate these methods on KITTI dataset in Table 3, using the same data split
protocol as in Refer-KITTI-V2 for simplicity. Compared to TransRMOT [2], our approach achieves
the best performance on the HOTA metric, with a substantial improvement of 5.53% on the AssA
metric (72.04% vs 66.51%), highlighting the effectiveness of our temporal enhanced framework.

5.3 Ablation Study

Module Effectiveness. To investigate the effect of each component in our model, we conduct ablation
studies on Refer-KITTI-V2. As shown in Table 5, the Temporal Decoder emerges as the most critical
design element. Integrating Temporal Decoder results in a 3.32% HOTA performance boost compared
to the vanilla baseline, which is adopted from TransRMOT [2] with our reproduction. Solely
introducing the Object Decoder prompts the smallest, but it is helpful as well. Moreover, sequentially
incorporating object decoder and track refinement on top of Temporal Decoder gradually enhances the
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Figure 7: Visualization of predictions from TransRMOT and our TempRMOT. TempRMOT not
only successfully detects and tracks objects but also accurately understands complex instructions
related to motion without wrong identification. Best view in color.

overall performance. The best overall performance is achieved when all three components (Temporal
Decoder, Object Decoder, and Track Refinement) are used together.

Number of Temporal Memory. The TempRMOT relies on memory mechanism to store historical
information from the first N moments. We initially investigate the impact of memory length during
the training phase on the model, as shown in Table 4a. Here, the length of memory is set consistent
between the inference and training phases. The results indicate that as the length increases, all
metrics also increase. Subsequently, we fix the memory length to 5 during the training phase and
sequentially increase it during the inference phase, with results presented in Table 4b. Similarly,
the results demonstrate that with more aggregated historical information, the model performs better,
emphasizing the importance of temporal modeling in RMOT.

5.4 Qualitative Results

Table 5: Ablation study of our method on Refer-KITTI-v2

Temporal
Decoder

Object
Decode

Track Re-
finement

HOTA DetA AssA

✗ ✗ ✗ 31.00 19.40 49.68
✓ ✗ ✗ 34.32 22.36 52.79
✗ ✓ ✗ 31.79 19.88 50.96
✓ ✓ ✗ 34.46 22.73 52.37
✓ ✓ ✓ 35.04 22.97 53.58

We visualize several typical results in
Fig. 7. As seen, TempRMOT can ac-
curately tracking objects and under-
stand complex instructions related to
motion. For example, when handling
instructions "cars in front of ours",
TransRMOT loses track of objects,
which are not present in TempRMOT.
Additionally, our model is capable of
distinguishing objects belonging to
the same class but with different mo-
tion states. For example, as shown in Fig. 7, TransRMOT misclassifies standing pedestrians as
walking, while TempRMOT accurately detects and tracks walking pedestrians. More comparisons
can be seen in the Appendix D.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we presented Refer-KITTI-V2, a significantly expanded and diverse dataset for RMOT,
with 9,758 expressions and 617 unique words. Our dataset addressed the limitations of previous
benchmarks by introducing complex motion states, linguistic flexibility, and multi-angle descriptions.
Additionally, we also introduced TempRMOT, a simple yet effective framework for query-based
temporal modeling on language-conditioned video understanding. Extensive experiments showed
that our TempRMOT remarkably outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods.

Limitations. The TempRMOT framework has shown remarkable performance in multi-modal
understanding. Nonetheless, it still faces limitations, particularly in accurately detecting small objects.
We believe that devising explicit designs to address these issues will be a promising future direction.
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Real World Impact. The Refer-KITTI-V2 dataset and TempRMOT model are expected to signifi-
cantly advance the RMOT task and benefit industries such as video editing. However, it is important
to note that research involving Refer-KITTI-V2 and TempRMOT should be conducted with caution
to prevent potential misuse that could infringe on personal privacy.
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Appendix

A More representative examples of Refer-KITTI-V2

We provide more representative examples of Refer-KITTI-V2 in Fig. 8. As shown, the dataset
includes the expression "autos in black", highlighting the color and type of vehicles. Another example
refers to "automobiles that are braking on the right", specifying both the action and location of
the vehicles. Additionally, there are descriptions like "the men are on the right side and they have
t-shirts on", detailing the position, gender, clothing, and number of individuals. Lastly, the language
expression such as "folk in black t-shirt and pant" provides a concise yet descriptive representation
of people based on their attire. These varied examples demonstrate the richness and specificity of
semantic information captured in Refer-KITTI-V2, enhancing the understanding and interpretation of
objects and actions in autonomous driving scenarios.

B Datasets Details

For a comprehensive evaluation, we conduct experiments on three video datasets: Refer-KITTI,
Refer-KITTI-V2 and KITTI. Refer-KITTI stands as the inaugural publicly available RMOT dataset,
comprising 18 videos and 818 annotations. Among these, 15 videos, featuring 660 descriptions, are
allocated for training purposes, while the remaining 3 videos, accompanied by 158 descriptions, are
designated for testing. We construct Refer-KITTI-V2 by extending KITTI, comprising 17 videos with
8,873 annotations for training and 4 videos with 897 annotations for testing. All ablation experiments
are conducted Refer-KITTI-V2.

C Implementation Details

Model Details. We utilize a text encoder derived from RoBERTa [34], coupled with ResNet50 [33] as
our visual backbone. The final three layers from the visual backbone are used to generate multi-scale
features {I3t ,I4t ,I5t } with spatial down-sampling rates of {8, 16, 32}, respectively. Besides, the lowest
resolution feature map I6t is added via a 3×3 convolution with a spatial stride of 2 on the I5t . We use
a 1×1 convolution to reduce visual and linguistic futures to d=256 before being input to the Fusion
Encoder for cross-model feature extraction. The length of memory used in the temporal enhancement
module is N=4 for Refer-KITTI and N=5 for Refer-KITTI-V2.

Training. Following the setting of TransRMOT [2], the parameters of Transformer-Encoder and
Transformer-Decoder are initialized from the official Deformable DETR [35] with iterative bounding
track refinement weights pre-trained on the COCO dataset [36]. The parameters in the text encoder
are kept frozen during the training process and all remaining parameters are randomly initialized. Our
optimization strategy employs Adam with a base learning rate of 1e-5, except for the visual backbone,
which uses a learning rate of 1e-5. Beginning from the 40th epoch, we decrease the learning rate by
a factor of 10. The coefficients for losses are set as λD

cls=5, λD
L1

=2, λD
giou=2, λD

ref =2, λR
cls=5,

λR
L1

=2, λR
giou=2, λR

ref =2. We conduct end-to-end training of the entire network with a batch size
of 1 for 60 epochs on 4 RTX 4090 GPUs.

Inference. During inference, our model operates without the need for post-processing. We employ a
score threshold βscore=0.6 and a reference threshold βref =0.4 to filter target objects.

D Additional Qualitative Results.

Compared to the previous models, TempRMOT has made significant improvements in ensuring the
continuity of tracking targets, greatly reducing cases of target loss during the tracking process. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 9, when dealing with the command "moving cars", instances of object
tracking loss frequently occurred in TransRMOT, whereas in TempRMOT, this issue does not exist.
This advantage is mainly attributed to our newly introduced temporal enhancement module, which,
by analyzing multi-frame data, can effectively capture and understand variations in object velocity,
thereby enhancing the precise grasp of motion information.
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''the men are on the right side and they have t-shirts on''

''folk in black t-shirt and pants''

Figure 8: More representative examples of Refer-KITTI-V2.
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Figure 9: Visualization of predictions from TransRMOT and our TempRMOT.
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Furthermore, our model is able to distinguish situations where objects belong to the same category
but have different motion states. Given the expression "left cars which are parking", TransRMOT
often mistakenly identified moving vehicles as stationary, whereas TempRMOT can differentiate
these complex motion states. Additionally, TempRMOT enhances its ability to recognize object
motion variations by aggregating information from multiple frames. A specific example is shown
in the scenario depicted in Fig. 9, where a red car pauses its movement when encountering a traffic
light. When the motion status of the vehicle changes and aligns with semantic information, our model
can correctly identify and continuously track this car, demonstrating its outstanding environmental
adaptability and target tracking continuity.

Licenses of KITTI [12], Refer-KITTI[2], and Refer-KITTI-V2 (Ours): CC BY-NC-SA 3.0,
MIT, and CC BY 4.0, respectively.
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